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Week 21 Program Guide 
Sunday, 21 May 2023 

6:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 
Keep the party vibe going with wall-to-wall music videos, from new releases to classics and 
the long-forgotten. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 
Ease into your Sunday with an engaging mix of news, information, analysis, interviews, 
politics and weather. Presented by Johanna Nicholson and Fauziah Ibrahim, plus finance 
with David Chau and sport with Daniela Intili. 

  

9:00am Insiders 

(CC) 

Today marks the first anniversary of the election of the Albanese government. David Speers 

and the panel look at what's been achieved and what lays ahead. Plus President Biden due 

to visit Australia and a Quad Leaders Summit. 

  

10:00am Offsiders 

(CC) 
Kelli Underwood and the panel cover all the footy news and action ahead of State of Origin 
Game 1 in Adelaide on Wednesday 31 May. Plus the latest on AFL, NRL, A-League Finals and 
Super Rugby plus Super Netball and more. 

  

10:30am The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 
Beverley O'Connor presents the week's main international news, as reported by ABC News 
correspondents deployed in Bangkok, Beirut, Istanbul, Jakarta, Jerusalem, London, New 
Delhi, Port Moresby, Taipei, Tokyo and Washington. 

  

11:00am Compass: The Gangster Pastor 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 
Tony Hoang was a gangster and heroin dealer by the age of 13. He lost friends to drugs and 
suicide before he cried out to God. What came next was more literal than he could have 
imagined. 

  

11:30am Songs of Praise 
(CC) 

  

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 
Elias Clure presents the latest from ABC News, following the day's top stories and coverage 
of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the updated news, 
sport, weather and information you need. 
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12:30pm Landline 

(CC) 
Hosted by award-winning journalist Pip Courtney, Landline is Australia's only national 
agricultural television program covering stories from Australia's rural and regional 
heartland. 

  

1:30pm Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 
Inspiring, entertaining and full of practical advice, join Costa Georgiadis and the team as 
they unearth gardening ideas, meet avid gardeners and look at some of the most inspiring 
gardens from across the country. 

  

2:30pm Sister Boniface Mysteries: Lights, Camera, Murder! 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 
Sister Boniface investigates sabotage when Sister Peter's favourite TV series Operation Q.T 
films an episode at St Vincent's. 

  

3:15pm Folau 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
The story of one our most gifted and controversial athletes and how a social media post 
landed him in the heart of our culture wars. Part 1 traces Folau's family background and his 
rise to the top of the Rugby world. 

  

4:15pm Grand Designs New Zealand: Castello 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 
In North Canterbury Phil Metaxas takes on the ambitious task of completing another man's 
dream - that of a post-modernist castle.  

  

5:00pm Art Works 

(CC) 
Hosted by Namila Benson, Art Works is the ABC's weekly half-hour arts show sharing the 
most inspiring, surprising, and formative ways that Australian creatives are telling our 
stories today. 

  

5:30pm Antiques Roadshow: Culzean Castle 2 

(CC,G) 
Fiona Bruce and the team visit the spectacular Culzean Castle in Ayrshire, where items 
brought along include an early FA Cup medal and a valuable art nouveau clock. 

  

6:30pm Compass 

(CC,AD) 
Compass explores the Australian soul - our beliefs, our ethical dilemmas and the changing 
face of our spirituality, with new host, popular journalist and broadcaster, Indira Naidoo. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 
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7:30pm Grand Designs: Dunstable 

(CC,AD,M,Coarse Language) 
John and Helen lived together in an old farmhouse until Helen suffered a stroke, affecting 
her mobility. John resolves to make a big change in their lives by building a high-tech 
wheelchair-accessible glass pavilion. 

  

8:20pm The Messenger 

(CC,AD,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence) 
Ed must confront just how far he'll go to complete the card and comes to realise the 
messages may be coming from someone very close.  

  

9:15pm Movie: Suffragette 

(CC,AD,Repeat,2015,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence) 
Inspired by true events, Suffragette movingly explores the passion and heartbreak of those 
who risked all they had for women's right to vote - their jobs, their homes, their children, 
and even their lives. 

  

11:00pm Interview With The Vampire: Is My Very Nature That Of The Devil 
(CC,AD,Repeat,MA,Strong horror violence, blood and gore, coarse language) 
Louis continues his life as a businessman of Storyville. When an old friend comes to town, 
Louis's relationship with Lestat is tested and his business intertwines with growing tensions 
in New Orleans. 

  

11:40pm Mayfair Witches: The Second Line 

(CC,AD,Repeat,MA,Adult Themes) 
In the aftermath of Deirdre's grisly death, Rowan searches for safety in a strange city. Sip 
provides her with a safehouse while he investigates Deirdre's murder. Lasher makes contact 
with Rowan - but in an unexpected way. 

  

12:20am MotherFatherSon 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Violence)Final 
Caden returns to London and an uncertain future. Kathryn ponders the offer that Max has 
made to her. How will Caden react to the news? And where will the nation find itself after 
the most divisive of election campaigns? 

  

1:20am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 
Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music videos 
from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all time to 
surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  

3:05am The Heights 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Ash is confronted when Tyler pressures him. Pav's hurt when he catches Claudia lying about 
his job to her colleagues. Ana realises she's misjudged Evan. Sully wonders whether he's cut 
out to be a teacher. 
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3:35am The Heights 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Tragedy hits Arcadia towers. Ash struggles with his sexuality. Sabine gets revenge on the 
boys who have been harassing her with an outrageous piece of public art.  

  
4:05am The Heights 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Hazel and Ryan are shocked when a ghost from the past turns up in Arcadia. Ana and Ryan 
are forced to face their feelings for each other. Mark attempts to get the spark back into his 
relationship with Renee.  

  

4:30am The Heights 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Shannon returns with a new man and a new lease on life. Renee struggles to face the reality 
of her new life without Mark. Leonie finds inspiration for a career change in the most 
unlikely of places. 

  

5:00am Insiders 

(CC,Repeat) 
Today marks the first anniversary of the election of the Albanese government. David Speers 
and the panel look at what's been achieved and what lays ahead. Plus President Biden due 
to visit Australia and a Quad Leaders Summit. 
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Monday, 22 May 2023 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 
10:00am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

11:00am Antiques Roadshow 
(CC,Repeat,G) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 
1:00pm Marcella 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence) 

2:00pm Parliament Question Time 

(CC) 

3:00pm Escape From The City 
(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

4:00pm Antiques Roadshow 
(CC,Repeat,G) 

5:00pm Back Roads 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

5:30pm Hard Quiz 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's daily 

lives, encouraging thoughtful, challenging debate with a diverse panel led by Ellen 

Fanning, Dan Bourchier, Julia Baird and John Barron. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

8:00pm Australian Story 

(CC) 
The power of the personal. Compelling stories about real people that illuminate, 
entertain and inspire. Presented by Leigh Sales. 
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8:30pm Four Corners 

(CC) 
The longest running show on Australian TV, this award-winning current affairs 
documentary series is a powerhouse of investigative journalism - fearless and forensic, 
holding power to account through six decades and counting. 

  

9:15pm Media Watch 

(CC,PG) 
Everybody loves it until they're on it! Australia's leading forum for media analysis and 
comment, bringing you a fearless critique of the week's journalism, issues and events in 
the news. Presented by Paul Barry. 

  

9:35pm Q+A 

(CC) 
Australia's leading forum for public debate, Q+A is a key part of ABC's unbeatable 
Monday news and current affairs line-up. Host Stan Grant and thought leaders from 
home and abroad bring unique perspectives to your questions. 

  

10:35pm India Now 

(CC,Repeat) 
A rich and entertaining look at news, culture and politics from India and the 
subcontinent. Marc Fennell is joined by Avani Dias and guests as they explore everything 
that makes South Asia the region to watch. 

  

11:10pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
Follow the story with the latest on the day's events, explaining what's happening and 
why it matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe 
uncovering what you need to know. Presented by Michael Tetlow. 

  

11:25pm The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Kathryn Robinson. 

  

11:40pm Folau 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
The story of one our most gifted and controversial athletes and how a social media post 
landed him in the heart of our culture wars. Part 1 traces Folau's family background and 
his rise to the top of the Rugby world. 

  

12:40am The Split 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Drug Use) 
As Hannah prepares Fi Hansen for her divorce, she feels increasingly stressed by the 
double life she is leading with Christie. 
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1:40am Father Brown: The Folly of Jephthah 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 
After a mysterious thief keeps stealing valuable treasures from under his nose, Hercule 
Flambeau visits Kembleford to see if Father Brown can help him to eliminate the 
competition. 

  

2:25am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 
Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 
videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 
time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  

3:30am Antiques Roadshow: Ironbridge 

(CC,Repeat,G) 
Fiona Bruce and the team head to Blists Hill Victorian Town near Ironbridge in 
Shropshire. Objects exciting the experts include a rare group of early puppets and a 
valuable oak dresser described as the "best of the best". 

  

4:30am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 
Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's daily 
lives, encouraging thoughtful, challenging debate with a diverse panel led by Ellen 
Fanning, Dan Bourchier, Julia Baird and John Barron.

  

5:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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Tuesday, 23 May 2023 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Dream Gardens 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

10:30am Outback Ringer 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG,This program contains animal treatment that may concern some 

viewers) 

11:00am Monty Don's French Gardens 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 
(CC) 

1:00pm Shakespeare And Hathaway 
(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

2:00pm Parliament Question Time 
(CC) 

3:00pm Escape From The City 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

4:00pm Antiques Roadshow 
(CC,Repeat,G) 

5:00pm Back Roads 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

5:30pm Hard Quiz 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's daily 

lives, encouraging thoughtful, challenging debate with a diverse panel led by Ellen 

Fanning, Dan Bourchier, Julia Baird and John Barron. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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8:00pm The ABC Of Ian Chappell 

(CC,M,Coarse Language) 

David Wenham travels backwards in time with the man who came to define Australian 

cricket, Ian Chappell. For the first time, Ian discusses his recent stroke and how it has 

changed this next stage of his life. 

  

8:30pm Ningaloo Nyinggulu: Connections 

(CC,AD,G) 

Join acclaimed author and conservationist Tim Winton as he delves into the remarkable 

links between ecosystems and traces the human relationships and migratory pathways 

that continue to sustain its biodiversity. 

  

9:30pm The Homes That Built Australia: It's Time! (1960 - 1975) 
(CC,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the following 

program contains images and voices of people who have died) 

The Australian Dream continues to evolve, as underrepresented Australians work to 

secure a sense of home & belonging for themselves and their families - whether it's 

equality or immigration reform, the fight has just begun. 

  

10:25pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

Follow the story with the latest on the day's events, explaining what's happening and 

why it matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe 

uncovering what you need to know. Presented by Michael Tetlow. 

  

10:40pm The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Kathryn Robinson. 

  

11:00pm Four Corners 

(CC,Repeat) 

The longest running show on Australian TV, this award-winning current affairs 

documentary series is a powerhouse of investigative journalism - fearless and forensic, 

holding power to account through six decades and counting. 

  

11:45pm Media Watch 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Everybody loves it until they're on it! Australia's leading forum for media analysis and 

comment, bringing you a fearless critique of the week's journalism, issues and events in 

the news. Presented by Paul Barry. 

  

12:00am MotherFatherSon 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Violence)Final 

Caden returns to London and an uncertain future. Kathryn ponders the offer that Max 

has made to her. How will Caden react to the news? And where will the nation find itself 

after the most divisive of election campaigns? 
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1:05am Shakespeare And Hathaway: Best Beware My Sting 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Violence) 

An energy tycoon hires Frank and Lu to keep an eye on his wayward eldest daughter and 

ensure that the wedding of his youngest daughter goes off without a hitch. But things 

are about to get a whole lot worse. 

  

1:50am The Pacific: In the Wake of Captain Cook with Sam Neill: Endeavour and New 
Zealand 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program may contain images and voices of people who have died) 

Sam Neill continues retracing Captain Cook's initial voyage through the Pacific. Like Cook, 

he circumnavigates New Zealand/Aotearoa learning the impact the explorer had on its 

Maori inhabitants. 

  

2:40am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  

3:30am Antiques Roadshow: Leeds 1 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Fiona Bruce & the team visit a packed Leeds Town Hall. Amongst the items intriguing the 

experts are a valuable diamond brooch & a 15th century spoon found by a builder whilst 

digging in a trench. 

  

4:30am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's daily 

lives, encouraging thoughtful, challenging debate with a diverse panel led by Ellen 

Fanning, Dan Bourchier, Julia Baird and John Barron. 

  

5:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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Wednesday, 24 May 2023 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Four Corners 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

10:45am Q+A 

(CC,Repeat) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

12:30pm National Press Club Address 

(CC) 

1:40pm Media Watch 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

2:00pm Parliament Question Time 
(CC) 

3:00pm Escape From The City 
(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

4:00pm Antiques Roadshow 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

5:00pm Back Roads 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program contains images and voices of people who have died) 

5:30pm Hard Quiz 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's 

daily lives, encouraging thoughtful, challenging debate with a diverse panel led by 

Ellen Fanning, Dan Bourchier, Julia Baird and John Barron. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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8:00pm Hard Quiz: Battle of the Duds 

(CC,PG) 
It's another Battle of the Duds! Tom Gleeson faces four people foolish enough to 
have a second try at the Big Brass Mug with their expert subjects of dinosaurs, 
penicillin, the Isle of Wight and Olympic gymnast Simone Biles. 

  

8:30pm The Weekly With Charlie Pickering 

(CC,PG) 
It's the week, but not as you knew it. Charlie Pickering and guests unpack the week, 
uncovering moments you didn't know you missed and try to make sense of the bits 
that make no sense. Plus what will he cancel next? 

  

9:05pm 

 

*Brand New 

Series* 

In Limbo 

(CC,AD,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language,Discretion is advised for viewers with 

photosensitive epilepsy.) 
Charlie is rocked by grief when his best friend, Nate, dies. But Nate soon returns as a 
ghost trapped in limbo, and he needs Charlie's help to break free.  

  

9:35pm QI: Tubular 

(CC,PG) 
Sandi takes a look at tubes and tubas in a totally tubular show with Bridget Christie, 
Sara Pascoe, Deborah Frances White and Alan Davies. 

  

10:05pm Take 5 With Zan Rowe: Guy Pearce 

(CC,Repeat,G) 
Zan Rowe sits down with Guy Pearce, a commanding actor but his first love is music. 
Reflecting on a life of opportunity, triumphs, tragedy and challenges, Guy shares his 
track list of the brilliant and surprising songs. 

  

10:35pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
Follow the story with the latest on the day's events, explaining what's happening and 
why it matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe 
uncovering what you need to know. Presented by Michael Tetlow. 

  

10:50pm The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on 
market moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and 
business owners big and small. Presented by Kathryn Robinson. 

  

11:05pm Ragdoll 
(CC,AD,Repeat,MA,Adult Themes, Violence) 
With the killer proving unstoppable, the team desperately hunt down the second 
victim on the list. DS Nathan Rose starts his own investigation, and his actions cause 
concern for DC Lake Edmunds.  
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11:50pm Father Brown: The Numbers of the Beast 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 
The priest walks in on a man standing over the body of his dead wife, while Mrs 
McCarthy strikes it lucky at the church bingo with the help of a fortune teller her 
sister has befriended. Guest starring Niamh Cusack. 

  

12:40am Operation Buffalo 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language) 
When Leo arrives back at Maralinga with Wilcox and members of the press, he must 
keep them away from the unexpected visitors hiding in the camp's kitchen.  

  

1:35am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 
Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 
videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 
time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  

3:30am Antiques Roadshow: Leeds 2 

(CC,Repeat,G) 
A return visit to Leeds Town Hall as Fiona Bruce & the team of experts set up for 
another busy day. Objects under scrutiny include an enormous sculpture of carved 
elephants & a gold ring from the 16th century. 

  

4:30am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 
Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's 
daily lives, encouraging thoughtful, challenging debate with a diverse panel led by 
Ellen Fanning, Dan Bourchier, Julia Baird and John Barron. 

  

5:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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Thursday, 25 May 2023 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Australian Story 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

10:30am That Pacific Sports Show 

(CC,Repeat) 

11:10am The Pacific: In the Wake of Captain Cook with Sam Neill 
(CC,AD,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program may contain images and voices of people who have died) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm Hard Quiz 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

1:25pm The Weekly With Charlie Pickering 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

2:00pm Parliament Question Time 
(CC) 

3:00pm Escape From The City 
(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

4:00pm Antiques Roadshow 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

5:00pm Back Roads 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

5:30pm Hard Quiz 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 
Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's daily 
lives, encouraging thoughtful, challenging debate with a diverse panel led by Ellen Fanning, 
Dan Bourchier, Julia Baird and John Barron. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to account. 

Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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8:00pm Folau 

(CC,PG)Final 

The story of one our most gifted and controversial athletes and how a social media post 

landed him in the heart of our culture wars; Part 2 explores the fallout and its impact on 

the LGBTQI, Rugby, and Pasifika communities.  

  

9:05pm Grand Designs New Zealand: Sand Dune 

(CC,AD,G)Final 

Charles Webster, a man with a passion for technical engineering challenges, along with his 

wife Yvonne pour all their energy into creating a home in the shape of a sand dune on the 

Coromandel Peninsula. (Final) 

  

9:50pm Griff's Great Kiwi Road Trip: Jump Off A Cliff: Lake Coleridge 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G)Final 

Griff Rhys Jones' journey across NZ using only the back roads sees him travel from 

Queenstown, over The Remarkables, and finish his trip at the very tip of the country, Bluff. 

(Final) 

  

10:35pm Art Works 

(CC,Repeat) 

Hosted by Namila Benson, Art Works is the ABC's weekly half-hour arts show sharing the 

most inspiring, surprising, and formative ways that Australian creatives are telling our 

stories today. 

  

11:05pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

Follow the story with the latest on the day's events, explaining what's happening and why 

it matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe uncovering what 

you need to know. Presented by Michael Tetlow. 

  

11:20pm The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show brings you up to date on market moves, 

economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, investors, employees and business 

owners big and small. Presented by Alicia Barry. 

  

11:35pm Ningaloo Nyinggulu: Connections 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

Join acclaimed author and conservationist Tim Winton as he delves into the remarkable 

links between ecosystems and traces the human relationships and migratory pathways 

that continue to sustain its biodiversity. 

  

12:35am Q+A 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading forum for public debate, Q+A is a key part of ABC's unbeatable Monday 

news and current affairs line-up. Host Stan Grant and thought leaders from home and 

abroad bring unique perspectives to your questions. 
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1:40am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all time 

to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  

3:30am Antiques Roadshow: Somerleyton 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Fiona Bruce & the team head to the most easterly edge of Britain, to Somerleyton Hall. 

Amongst the objects intriguing the experts are a glass vase believed by the owner to be a 

fake which turns out to be both rare & valuable. 

  

4:30am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's daily 

lives, encouraging thoughtful, challenging debate with a diverse panel led by Ellen Fanning, 

Dan Bourchier, Julia Baird and John Barron. 

  

5:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to account. 
Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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Friday, 26 May 2023 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 
10:00am Home: The Story Of Earth 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

11:05am Australia Remastered: Nature's Great Divide 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm The Messenger 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence) 
2:05pm The Homes That Built Australia 

(CC,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program contains images and voices of people who have died) 

3:00pm Escape From The City 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

4:00pm Antiques Roadshow 

(CC,Repeat,G) 
5:00pm Back Roads 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

5:30pm Hard Quiz 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's daily 

lives, encouraging thoughtful, challenging debate with a diverse panel led by Ellen 

Fanning, Dan Bourchier, Julia Baird and John Barron. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD) 
Inspiring, entertaining and full of practical advice, join Costa Georgiadis and the team as 
they unearth gardening ideas, meet avid gardeners and look at some of the most 
inspiring gardens from across the country. 

  

8:30pm 

 

*New Season* 

Smother 

(CC,AD,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sex Scenes) 
After the turmoil and Finn's subsequent injuries, Grace returns to London. The Ahern 
clan gather for Val's rather speedy remarriage to the mysterious Paul. 
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9:25pm Mayfair Witches: Curious and Curiouser 

(CC,AD,M,Adult Themes, Sex Scenes, Strong Violence) 
At Deirdre's funeral, Rowan is plunged into the world of the infamous Mayfair family. 
Uncle Cortland and Aunt Carlotta present diverging views on Lasher. Rowan must 
choose who to trust and face the dire consequences. 

  

10:05pm Interview With The Vampire: The Ruthless Pursuit Of Blood With All A Child's 
Demanding 

(CC,AD,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Violence) 
Claudia's transformation into a vampire teen completely changes Louis and Lestat's 
lives. As Claudia asks more questions, Louis and Lestat are forced to confront questions 
about making a teen vampire. 

  

10:50pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
Follow the story with the latest on the day's events, explaining what's happening and 
why it matters. ABC News has reporters across Australia and around the globe 
uncovering what you need to know. Presented by Michael Tetlow. 

  

11:05pm The Split 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sex Scenes) 
Hannah's personal and professional lives collide when Nathan helps out with the Hansen 
case. Meanwhile, Nina, having narrowly escaped a shoplifting sentence, is struggling 
with her decision to terminate her pregnancy. 

  

12:05am Harrow: Abo Imo Pectore 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence) 

Harrow recovers from a near-fatal shooting and returns immediately to work, 

investigating the tragic puzzle of a young mother's psychotic episode while trying to 

figure out who shot him. 
  
1:00am Harrow: Audere Est Facere 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence) 

Harrow investigates the death of two base jumpers while Fern deals with the fallout of 

her arrest on serious drug allegations. 
  
1:55am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 

Your weekend begins with an all-night music video marathon. Rage brings you new 

music, emerging and independent Australian artists, plus classic hits, party favourites 

and songs you've never heard but will fall in love with. 
  
5:00am rage 

(PG) 

Keep the party vibe going as the sun comes up with continuous music videos, from new 

releases to classics and the songs we've long forgotten. 
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Saturday, 27 May 2023 

6:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Your weekend starts here as rage counts down the hottest music videos of the week, 

with the latest chart toppers and brand new hit predictions. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Start your weekend informed and up-to-date. Johanna Nicholson and Fauziah Ibrahim 

bring you the latest news, interviews, politics, culture, weather and global affairs. Plus 

sport with Jared Coote and finance with David Chau. 

  

9:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going every Saturday morning with wall-to-wall music videos, 

from classic hits and long-forgotten tracks from the rage vault, to the latest new 

releases and special features. 

  

10:30am rage Guest Programmer 

(CC,PG) 
Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 
videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. Guest Programmers curate a 
playlist of their all-time favourite clips. 

  
12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 
Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 
updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

12:30pm Smother 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sex Scenes) 

After the turmoil and Finn's subsequent injuries, Grace returns to London. The Ahern 

clan gather for Val's rather speedy remarriage to the mysterious Paul. 
  

1:20pm The North Water 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence) 
Sumner's adventure turns into a nightmare when one of the crew is murdered. 
There's no proof, but Sumner can't escape a feeling that Henry Drax is the true culprit. 

  

2:20pm The Durrells 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Love is in the air but is that enough to distract the Durrells from the fear of the 
imminent arrival of domineering Aunt Hermione, her niece and nephew? Larry's 
girlfriend, Nancy, is another surprise guest. 
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3:10pm Grand Designs: Dunstable 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 
John and Helen lived together in an old farmhouse until Helen suffered a stroke, 
affecting her mobility. John resolves to make a big change in their lives by building a 
high-tech wheelchair-accessible glass pavilion. 

  
3:55pm Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

A tasty sampler of stories from the land - covering food, agriculture, crops, climate, 

business and innovation - as we meet the fascinating people who make our rural and 

regional communities unique. Presented by Pip Courtney. 
  

4:25pm Brian Cox: Life Of A Universe: Creation 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Professor Brian Cox probes our moment of creation. How did our Universe come into 

existence? Was there a time before the Big Bang? Do our laws of physics inexorably 

lead to the existence of us? (Part 1 of 2) 
  
4:55pm How Deadly World: Five Surprisingly Dangerous Water Animals 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Nature nerd, Dr Ann Jones, explains the sometimes terrifying and often hilarious 
behaviour of the world's most dangerous water animal. 

  

5:25pm Ningaloo Nyinggulu: Connections 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 
Join acclaimed author and conservationist Tim Winton as he delves into the 
remarkable links between ecosystems and traces the human relationships and 
migratory pathways that continue to sustain its biodiversity. 

  

6:20pm The ABC Of Ian Chappell 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

David Wenham travels backwards in time with the man who came to define 

Australian cricket, Ian Chappell. For the first time, Ian discusses his recent stroke and 

how it has changed this next stage of his life. 

  

6:50pm Bluey: TV Shop 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 
At the chemist, Bluey and Bingo have fun playing with the CCTV screens. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

  

7:30pm Sister Boniface Mysteries: Love and Other Puzzles 

(CC,AD,PG) 
Sister Boniface is faced with a serial killer targeting women through the Albion Bugle 
lonely hearts ads. 
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8:15pm The North Water 

(CC,AD,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence) 
A discovery by Sumner sends Drax into a murderous rage. Cavendish proves crucial in 
Baxter and Brownlee's plan. An arctic storm rages and threatens the safety of the 
ship's crew. 

  

9:15pm Ragdoll 
(CC,AD,MA,Adult Themes) 
Rose's behaviour raises questions for Edmunds. With the killer one step ahead, 
Baxter's plans go awry, and they are forced to watch the killer's horrific plans play out.  

  

10:05pm The Messenger 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence) 
Ed must confront just how far he'll go to complete the card and comes to realise the 
messages may be coming from someone very close.  

  

11:00pm Fires 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language,This series features images and 

dramatic reconstructions of the 2019-20 Black Summer bushfires which may distress 

some viewers) 
It's New Year's Eve. A usually picturesque holiday town looks like a war zone - as day 
turns to night, then the sky turns blood-red, people rush to the water's edge for 
safety. (Final) 

  

11:55pm rage Guest Programmer 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 
Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 
videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. Guest programmers curate an 
all-night playlist of their all-time favourite clips. 

  

5:00am rage 

(PG) 
Keep the party vibe going as the sun comes up with continuous music videos, from 
new releases to classics and the songs we've long forgotten. 

  

  
 


